Introduction
Estimating the observation impacts within the numerical weather prediction (NWP) system is an important step to improve the performance of the operational NWP. There have been substantial efforts to estimate the impact of the assimilated observations by carrying out data-denial experiments or the Observing System Experiments (OSE, e.g. Bouttier and Kelly 2001 , Zapotocny et al. 2007 . OSEs provide the nonlinear impacts on the accuracy of the forecasts with and without a certain set of observations. However, carrying out OSEs with various observation datasets is computationally very expensive. As an alternative, Langland and Baker (2004) proposed an approach to estimate the observation impacts on the forecasts without performing OSEs using the adjoint sensitivity analysis. This forecast sensitivity to observations approach can be performed with relatively low computational cost and provides the impact of each assimilated observations in a linear sense. It has been applied to several operational data assimilation systems and has been proven to be effective in estimating the observation impacts on the short-range forecasts and the performance of the data assimilation system (Zhu and Gelaro 2008, Cardinali 2009 ). However, it requires the adjoint operators of the forecast model and the data assimilation system. Liu and Kalnay (2008) and Li et al. (2010) proposed a similar method using the ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) without the adjoint model. The ensemble-based approach is convenient for estimating the observation impacts in the ensemble-based data assimilation system since it uses the ensemble perturbations instead of the adjoint operators. Kunii et al. (2012) successfully applied the ensemble-based approach to estimate the impact of real observations with the Weather Research and Forecasting model using the Local Ensemble Transform Kalman Filter (LETKF, Hunt et al. 2007 ) and estimated the impact of various observations on the Typhoon forecast. Kalnay et al. (2012) proposed an improved formulation of the Liu and Kalnay (2008) algorithm. It is simpler, more accurate (or makes fewer approximations), and can be applied on other EnKF and not just the LETKF.
In this study, observation impact estimates within the EnKF have been investigated. The formulation of Kalnay et al. (2012) was applied to the near operational global data assimilation settings using real observations. In this study it was applied to the NCEP Global Forecasting System EnKF (GFS/EnKF, Whitaker et al. 2008 ) with the observations assimilated in the NCEP operational global data assimilation system. The result provides the relative impacts of each observation type in the operational NWP context. We show that it can also be used as an effective tool to investigate the origin of local forecast failure cases that sometimes degrade the operational forecasts substantially.
Section 2 introduces the formulation of the ensemble-based approach used in this study.
Following section 3 with the experimental settings, section 4 presents the overall results and section 5 focuses on the evaluation of the origin of local forecast failures. Finally, section 6 provides a summary and discussion.
Ensemble-based formulation
We will estimate the forecast error reduction due to the assimilation of each observation.
The forecasts from the analysis ( 
The overbars represent the ensemble mean and can be disregarded for the deterministic analysis and forecast. Following Langland and Baker (2004) 
where C is the norm operator, defining the measure of the forecast error. The forecast error difference can be described as 
This equation is used for the observation impact estimates based on the adjoint sensitivity. On the other hand, Kalman gain in the EnKF is
where K, X 0 a , and R are the ensemble size, the matrix of analysis perturbations and the observation error covariance, respectively. (4) can also be described as 
This equation is used for this study to estimate observation impacts. It is simpler and computationally more efficient than the original formulation of Liu and Kalnay (2008) and Li et al. (2010) and also can be easily applied to deterministic EnKFs other than the LETKF .
As the EnKF requires covariance localization when the number of degrees of freedom is much larger than the number of the ensemble members, the ensemble-based observation impact estimates also require localization in practical applications. Following Kalnay et al. (2012) , we achieve this by computing the impact of l th observation on forecast at j th grid point as 
where ρ j is the localization function at grid point j for the l th observation. The localization function in (7) may be different from the one used in the EnKF analysis especially when the impact of the observations on the forecast moves during the forecast away from the initial location.
Experimental settings
Equation (7) (Ehrendorfer et al. 1999) in the global domain and the verifications are made against its own analysis.
Here ′ u , ′ v , ′ T , ′ p s and ′ q are the forecast errors of zonal wind, meridional wind, temperature, surface pressure and specific humidity, respectively. C p , R d and L are the specific heat at constant pressure, gas constant of dry air and latent heat of condensation per unit mass, respectively. T r and P r are reference temperature and pressure, respectively (we used 280 K and 10 5 Pa). w q is 1 for moist total energy and 0 for dry total energy.
Evaluation forecast time is chosen to be 24 hours.
The fifth order polynomial of Gaspari and Cohn (1999) is used as the covariance localization function with a cutoff length (where localization function becomes 0) at 2.0 scale heights for the vertical and 2000 km for the horizontal (corresponding to about 0.8 scale heights and 800 km with e-folding scales).
The localization scale for observation impact estimate is chosen to be the same as the EnKF analysis update. Since observation impacts evolve through the forecast, the localization function also needs to evolve. We tested both a fixed localization function as in the EnKF analysis and a mobile localization function with the center position moving with 0.75 times the average of analysis and forecast horizontal wind at each vertical level.
Multiplicative inflation (Anderson, 2001) proportional to the spread reduction by analysis update is applied so that the amount of spread reduction becomes 15 % of the original reduction. Also additive inflation using 0.32 times of randomly selected 24 and 48 hour forecast lagged differences is applied. These are the same settings as the EnKF analysis 
Results

a. The effect of a moving localization
First, the effect of localization on the observation impact estimates is examined. Figure 1 shows the time series of the total forecast error reduction. The actual forecast error reduction is verified against its own analysis. If the impact estimate was perfect, it would be identical with the actual error reduction. The error reduction is generally larger at 00
and 12 UTC than at 06 and 18 UTC because more conventional observations are available at 00 and 12 UTC. Observation impact estimates with the moving localization capture better the diurnal cycles than that with the fixed localization. Correlations of total impact estimates to the true forecast error reduction are 0.318 with the fixed localization and 0.730 with the moving localization. The average impact estimation is larger for the moving localization. As suggested by Kalnay et al. (2012) , special attention is required on the localization on the ensemble-based observation impact estimates. Although our approach is very simple and may not be optimal, the moving localization applied in this experiment works well in our real data assimilation problem. In the following sections, only the results with the moving localization are shown. led by National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). This program aims to reduce the short-range forecast error of the strong extratropical cyclones using the observation targeting strategy (Bishop et al. 2001 . However, aircraft observations in the lower troposphere are only distributed around the airports and are much denser than the radiosonde observations. This geographical distribution of the aircraft observations in the lower troposphere and near airports that often have other conventional observations seems to limit their impacts on NWP.
b. Estimated impacts of each observation type
Observation impact estimates also provide the geographical distribution of the impact and relative importance of the observations. Both statistics show the larger standard deviation for Narssassuaq. It does not automatically determine that the observations from this station have poor quality, but these observations do seem to have a detrimental impact on the short-range GFS forecast.
Estimation and attribution of short-range regional forecast failures
The operational NWP forecasts sometimes fail despite their relatively high average performance over the short-range forecasts. For the operational NWP centers, it is critical to minimize the occurrence of such bad forecasts, and if possible take corrective measures. Observation impact estimates may help finding a possible cause of large shortrange forecast errors in some of the cases.
In order to explore this potential use, local 24 and 30 hour forecast errors with the moist total energy norm were computed over regions of 30 o by 30 o areas covering the whole globe with 10 o increments for both latitude and longitude. For this purpose, cases of local forecast failure were identified as failures if the following conditions were satisfied: 1) The 24 hour forecast error was larger than twice its time average, and 2) The 24 hour forecast error was larger than 1.2 times of the error of 30 hour forecast from the previous analysis. Table 2 shows the list of the identified cases. If the neighboring areas on the same initial time also meet the criteria, they are considered to be the same case and only the area with the highest error times error increase is shown in the table (the number of identified areas is also shown). With these criteria, we identified 7 cases of local shortrange forecast failures in this period.
Observation impacts are estimated targeting these local forecast failures. The top 1 or 2 observation types estimated to have large negative impacts are removed from the observation datasets. These "denied" observations are selected locally based on their impact distribution so that the denial does not create a large difference on other areas.
Then, the analysis and the 24 hour forecast are reprocessed with the new observation sets. Table 2 also shows the denied observations and change of the 24 hour forecast error in the data denial experiment. The local forecast errors are in fact reduced in all 7 cases by the observation denial.
The left panel of figure 9 shows the 24 hour forecast error of 500 hPa geopotential height around the arctic region from the original analysis on 18 UTC February 6, 2012.
There is a large forecast error associated with the trough over the Russian arctic coast. 
where the superscript 'part' means the partial set of the observations. Equation (9) uses the same approximation used in equation (6). It is much more computationally efficient than the data denial experiment provided that one already has ensemble forecast from the EnKF analysis. The example shown in figure 9 indicates that equation (9) indeed captures quite well the actual forecast change, validating the approximation in the equations (6) and (9). Projection on the ensemble perturbations like equation (9) should be very useful especially when the size of the partial observation set is small.
Summary and discussion
Observation impact estimates within the GFS/EnKF have been investigated using the formulation of Kalnay et al. (2012) . Assimilating all observations used in the operational global analysis (except for TRMM/TMI precipitation retrievals), the observation impacts are estimated for each observation type. Satellite radiance observations are estimated to be most important in reducing the short-range forecast error especially for moisture.
However, other observations such as aircraft observations, radiosonde, marine surface observations and scatterometer winds are also very important. The last two observation types have large impacts especially when the impacts per observation are measured. We developed simple criteria to detect cases of "short range regional forecast failures", indicating that the 24 hr forecast be significantly worse than average, and worse than the 30 hour forecast started 6 hr earlier. An analysis of cases of local short-range forecast failure indicates that these observation impact estimates can be used as a tool to identify those observations that may have caused the large forecast errors. The projection of the observational innovation on the forecast change agrees well with the corresponding data denial experiment, validating the approximation made on the formulation of the observation impact estimates. We note that identifying short-range (12 or 24 hr) forecast failures would make possible a more proactive QC approach where poor observations are withdrawn and the analysis recomputed in time to improve longer forecasts. Such early identification of flawed observations may guide studies to improve the algorithms with which they are generated.
Although the application of this method is limited to ensemble based data assimilation systems, there are many possible applications as several of the operational NWP systems are transitioning to hybrid ensemble and variational data assimilation system. One possible application is to use this method as an QC scheme as described above. Ensemble perturbations from the hybrid analysis and forecasts may also be used as inputs of the observation impact estimates. Further investigation in this promising area is warranted. 
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